International

- **Europe** – Warm With Variable Showers, Not As Hot In Spain
  - Widespread albeit highly variable showers and thunderstorms maintained favorable moisture supplies for reproductive corn, soybeans, and sunflowers in eastern Spain, France, Italy, and the Balkans.
  - Dry and warm weather returned from eastern Germany into central Poland, though recent rain aided late-filling winter grains and oilseeds as well as vegetative to reproductive summer crops.
  - The recent heat wave abated somewhat in southern Spain, easing stress on cotton and sunflowers.

- **Western FSU** – Heavy Rain In The West, Drier And Hotter In Russia
  - Widespread moderate to heavy showers improved moisture supplies for vegetative summer crops in Moldova, Ukraine, and Belarus.
  - Hot, mostly dry weather in southwestern Russia ushered summer crops toward reproduction and promoted winter wheat harvesting; crops were able to withstand the heat due to recent soaking rain.

- **Eastern FSU** – Heat Returned But With Highly Variable Showers
  - Abruptly hotter weather returned to northern Kazakhstan and central Russia, renewing stress on vegetative to reproductive spring wheat and barley.
  - Beneficial rain in northeastern Kazakhstan and Russia’s Siberia District contrasted with mostly dry weather in north-central Kazakhstan and central Russia; drought concerns persisted region-wide.
  - Seasonably sunny and hot weather in Uzbekistan and environs promoted cotton development.

- **Middle East** – Some Showers In Turkey
  - Scattered, locally heavy showers in Turkey maintained adequate to abundant moisture supplies for summer crop development, though winter grain harvesting likely proceeded with only minor delays.

- **South Asia** – Widespread Heavy Showers
  - After lackluster monsoon rainfall in many parts of India, widespread heavy showers prevailed throughout the country, encouraging kharif crop sowing.

- **East Asia** – Favorable Rainfall For Crops In Northeastern China
  - Corn and soybeans in previously dry areas of northeastern China received beneficial showers, while dryness and heat stress persisted for rice in the south.

- **Southeast Asia** – Variable Monsoon Showers Continued
  - Monsoon showers continued to benefit rice in Thailand and most of the Philippines but pockets of dryness persisted elsewhere.

- **Australia** – Overall Favorable For Winter Crops
  - Welcome rain overspread the northeast, increasing topsoil moisture for wheat and other winter crops.
  - Widespread showers in the south and west continued to benefit wheat, barley, and canola, sustaining good early-season crop conditions.

- **South America** – Showers Benefited Wheat In Key Production Areas
  - Much-needed rain fell in Buenos Aires, Argentina, and Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil.

- **Mexico** – Warm, Showery Weather Prevailed Across The Southern Plateau
  - Conditions were improved for corn and other rain-fed summer crops.

- **Canada** – Moisture Remained Limited For Spring Grains And Oilseeds
  - Rain was needed as more spring crops entered reproduction.